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“Pyle & Kenfig Golf Club is a superb championship links golf course that
plays through a unique series of habitats, part of which are given
protection under national and international legislation. The club has
several very successful sustainability projects, including reclaiming and
protecting very important dunes, supporting stroke survivors, sand
screening for top dressing and filling in natural bunkers, and hybrid
machinery to reduce carbon footprint and expenses. Pyle & Kenfig
evidently shows a genuine aspiration and real commitment to progress
and champion responsible and sustainable golf.”
Dino Minoli
GEO accredited Independent Verifier

Introduction
GEO Foundation is pleased to confirm that Pyle & Kenfig Golf Club has successfully achieved GEO Certified® status for its outstanding work to foster
nature, conserve resources and support the community.
GEO Certified® is the most respected certification for golf, based on a credibly and transparently developed modern sustainability Standard of best
practice.
Pyle & Kenfig Golf Club has:
1. Met the required certification criteria for sustainable golf operations
2. Successfully completed the official third-party verification process
3. Successfully passed the final evaluation by GEO Certification Ltd. (autonomous subsidiary of GEO Foundation)
GEO agreed with the conclusions of the official verification report, that, having achieved all mandatory criteria; and with specific Continual Improvement
Points set for the future, Pyle & Kenfig Golf Club should be awarded GEO Certified® status.
For the certification period stated above Pyle & Kenfig Golf Club can therefore claim a position as a leader in advancing sustainability in golf – making
important contributions in protecting nature, conserving resources and strengthening communities.
The GEO Certified® Report that follows comments on the actions undertaken against the criteria, as observed by the Independent Verifier during the
assurance process.
Certification is nearly always the result of a dedicated team effort resulting in many practical and valuable social and environmental results around the golf
course, maintenance facility and clubhouse. These dedication and leadership qualities are an important part of ensuring the resilience of the golf facility
and the golf industry into the future and also as part of society’s wider effort to pull together for people and planet.
We congratulate all involved.

Jonathan Smith
Founder and Executive Director, GEO Foundation
GEO Certification Ltd. Board Member

Kelli Jerome
Executive Director, GEO Foundation

Richard Allison
Manager, GEO Certified Facilities

Verification and Certification

Verification
The official third-party audit was carried out by an independent verifier, accredited by GEO to undertake verifications of golf facilities applying for
certification.
Verification involves reviewing practices and data, using the International Voluntary Standard for Sustainable Golf Operations as the guide to ensure
comprehensive and consistent evaluation of performance. A detailed verification report is submitted for evaluation by GEO Certification Ltd, a subsidiary of
GEO Foundation.

Certification
GEO Certification Ltd, an autonomous subsidiary of GEO Foundation [both not-for-profit entities], undertook a full review of all content submitted through
the OnCourse® online platform and the report submitted by the verifier, ensuring:
•
•
•

Comprehensiveness – that activities undertaken touched on all elements of the Standard
Consistency – that the verification approach was balanced, well weighted and with consistent depth of evaluation across each theme
Accuracy - matching the verification report with evidence submitted by the golf facility to ensure statements and claims were accurate

GEO Foundation is an international not-for-profit founded to advocate, support and reward sustainability in and through golf. Over more than ten years, the
group has worked collaboratively with dozens of golf industry associations and government and non-government organisations around the world, to help
golf become a sustainability leader, striving for a net positive social and environmental impact. In addition to managing and assuring GEO Certified®, GEO
Foundation also provides a suite of credible, practical programmes for golf facility management, new golf developments and golf tournaments called
OnCourse®, often delivered in partnership with national golf bodies. Find out more at www.sustainable.golf

Credibility
GEO Certified® is part of the ISEAL Alliance, a group of the world’s foremost credible certification systems including Fairtrade, Rainforest Alliance, Forest
Stewardship Council, Marine Stewardship Council and many others. GEO Foundation earned and retains full membership of the ISEAL Alliance global
association following a rigorous evaluation against the ISEAL Codes of Credibility in Sustainability Standards and Certification. The ISEAL Codes cover
standard-setting, assurance, and monitoring and evaluation. Find out more at www.isealalliance.org

Verifier’s Report
The Sustainability Agenda for golf covers the following themes and action areas:

THEMES
Nature
Resources
Community

ACTION AREAS
•
•

Habitats & Biodiversity
Turfgrass management
• Pollution prevention
• Water
• Energy
• Materials
• Partnerships & Outreach
• Golfing & Employment
• Advocacy & Communications

Included below are the observations made by the Independent Verifier against each item in the Standard.

NATURE
N1 Habitats and Biodiversity
Objectives
N1.1 Understand the
site and
surroundings

Requirements
N1.1.1 Sound
understanding of the
nature and landscape
value of the site

Mandatory Practices

Verifier Notes

Map all habitats and vegetation types on the
site;
Regularly update landscape / biodiversity
surveys

Pyle & Kenfig Golf Club (P&K) is located in South-East Wales, UK, which
is near to the Royal Porthcawl Golf Club and Bridgend.
The undulating golf course has a natural hazard of hillocks, valleys and
towering dunes and panoramic views of the Bristol Channel, the Gower

Peninsula, Sker House and the Welsh Mountains.
The golf course is part of the Kenfig National Nature Reserve (NNR)
which is one of the finest wildlife habitats in Wales and one of the last
remnants of a huge dune system that once stretched along the coastline
of southern Wales from the Ogmore River to the Gower peninsular.
Kenfig NNR is home to a wide variety of rare and endangered species of
plants and animals, including the Fen Orchid. The dune system makes up
part of the largest active sand dune system in Europe and is a favourite
refuge for wildfowl and one of the few places in the UK where the bittern
(birds) can be seen and the area is a very popular place with
birdwatchers.
P&K has a very good understanding of the nature value of the site and is
managed to a high standard as evident in the following list of documents.
They are:
Google maps on habitats and vegetation types and Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) and Special Areas of Conservation (SAC).
Sports Turf Research Institute (STRI) (2019) Ecological Management
Plan Covering the 18 Hole Golf Course and Surrounds (which is on a
5-yr cycle, plus 2 additional twice-yearly visits).
Amphibian and Reptile Conservation (ARC) (2019) Sandville Court
Ponds Integrated Management Strategy.
Dunes 2 Dunes (2020) Performance Indicator Report.
Dunes 2 Dunes (2020) Stakeholder Report.
P&K (2019) Golf Course Policy Document (and Ecology section
therein).
P&K (2020) Environmental Policy Statement.
NRW (2019) Consent under section 28E of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 (Sand slacking work on the golf course).
ARC (nd) Snakes of the Bridgend coast.
R&A assessment/evaluations and Independent Agronomist Reports.
N1.1.2 Knowledge of
legal designations for
protected areas, habitats
and species

Understand legal responsibilities for
protected landscapes and species;
Record and monitor protected, endangered,
or rare species found on the site

P&K effectively manages its legal responsibilities for protected
landscapes and species at the site using the above-mentioned
documents and discussions and site visits with Natural Resources Wales
(NRW), Bridgend County Borough Council (BCBC), STRI, ARC and local
naturalist.
P&K, as mentioned, is part of the Dunes at Kenfig and Merthyr Mawr
Warren, which are a designated NNR and SAC.
ARC and STRI have recorded several protected endangered, rare and
key species at the golf course. Such as the shrill cander bee, great
crested newt and skylark.

What is more at least 50 species have been identified on-site of which 26
are notable and/or protected.

N1.2 Opportunities
to naturalise the
course

N1.1.3 Understanding
and respect for cultural
heritage

Protect any archaeological, historical or
cultural designations on the site

N1.2.1 Measures taken to
identify and minimise the
required area of
managed turfgrass

Observe, track and / or monitor golfer play

Wildflowers (e.g. primroses) are also extremely well represented over the
golf course and the significant dunes are an important habitat for butterfly
species such as common blue, gatekeeper and small tortoiseshell and
rare species such as marsh fritillary.
The club does not have any significant historical or cultural designations
at the site.

Opportunities to naturalise the course including measures to identify and
minimise managed turf include P&K’s STRI Ecological Management Plan,
which sets outs a list of management priorities on scrub/bracken,
grassland habitat and sand slack management that is also mindful of
bird’s seasons and shrill cander bee hives, for example.
ARC as well has produced a 10-year strategy, management plan for two
ponds known to contain great crested newt on the P&K golf course.
P&K is also a key stakeholder and signature in a significant, ongoing,
Dunes 2 Dunes (back-to-life) European funded project along with BCBB
(Project Leader), NNR managers, landowners and farmers and another
golf club.
The project aimed to sustainably manage the coastline, improve
ecosystems, increase biodiversity and connectivity between the two-dune
system and explore the benefits of this management for people,
businesses and communities.
Specific ecological initiatives (arising from the project) at the P&K site
include reprofiling dunes (initially 3, then 4 with a further 2 in the pipeline)
creating bare sand to allow sand to move again, lowering the surface of
dried-out dune slacks (hollows) and re-creating pools and wetland habitat
(x3) and removing scrub and invasive non-native species which are
smothering the dunes and stabilising the dunes.
Other sustainability benefits (arising from the project) that exceed
performance indicators include the following. They are:
191 student/volunteer structured countryside management training
work placements.
75 training days in practical, nature projects such as scrub clearance,
dry-stone walling, hedge laying and coppicing.
4 local schools were consulted in developing educational materials.
The Dunes 2 Dunes project has as well generated social, economic and

N1.3 Actively
manage habitats for
wildlife

N1.3.1 Projects to
manage habitats in the
best way for wildlife and
golf

N1.4 Conserve key
species

N1.4.1 Practical
conservation measures
for priority species

Regularly review and follow a habitat
management plan;
Prioritise native species when planting and
landscaping

environmental benefits for the region.
Socially – the landscape is more attractive to visitors and more
people are visiting the site and enjoying green space and getting the
health and wellbeing benefits of being more active outdoors. Health
and well-being improvements in residents also reduce costs on
welfare and healthcare systems.
Economically – protecting the wild landscape character of the
Bridgend coast attracts tourists who will bring increased spending
locally.
Environmentally – preserving the dunes landscape character creates new
habitats (dune slacks and dune heathland), increases the numbers of
protected species (fen orchid, shrill cander bee and great crested newt),
increases biodiversity across the whole Dunes 2 Dunes landscape and
increases biodiversity connectivity between the two NNRs.
See above.

Species recorded during the Dunes 2 Dunes project included 25 great
crested newts, 72 shrill carder bee, 72 lesser horseshoe bats and 3000+
fen orchids.
Kenfig also holds the largest populations of fen orchid (IUCN Red List of
Threatened Species) in the UK, comprising about 50% of the UK
resource.
As well, proposed future work from the Dunes 2 Dunes project includes
the creation of additional wildflower areas and possible bumblebee
project.
Other specific measures to support wildlife at P&K include the creation of
bird boxes, bee homes and amphibian houses.

N2 Turfgrass
N2.1 Maintain
optimum turf and
soil health

N2.1.1 Appropriate
turfgrass varieties
adapted to climatic and
other geomorphological
factors
N2.1.2 Practices to
maintain good soil
structure and condition

Select appropriate grass species for climate

P&K has appropriate turfgrass varieties adapted to the climate and
geomorphology for the greens, tees and fairways.
Considerations for turfgrass selection include drought, disease, heat,
winter stress and wear tolerance and soil type and pH.
Course management practices to maintain good soil structure include
considerations for fertiliser applications such as soil tests (e.g. organic
matter), weather monitoring (temperature, sunlight and rainfall), the
height of cut, foot traffic and clipping production.

N2.2 Prioritise
cultural
management

N2.1.3 Careful and
responsible fertiliser
application throughout
the year to avoid overfertilisation

Undertake soil tests and nutrient analysis

As above.

N2.2.1 Non-chemical
pest, disease and weed
management

Sharpen mowing blades;
Remove surface moisture;
Hand weeding

Course management emphasises the use of cultural management
practices such as sharpening mowing blades, removing surface moisture,
adjusting mowing heights and patterns and occasional roll instead of
mow.
As well, maintenance and repairs for operational efficiency are done inhouse which reduces P&K’s carbon footprint and provides local
employment.

N2.3 Use chemicals
responsibly

N2.3.1 Application of
chemicals only when
necessary to prevent or
cure defined / identified
turf health issues

Establish patterns and levels of risk for pests
and diseases;
Scout the course daily for early signs of
pests and disease;
Accurate pest and disease identification;
Map and track pest and disease hotspots;
Establish pest and disease thresholds

N2.3.2 Application of
chemicals with full safety
precautions

Use only legally registered and approved
products;
Ensure staff are fully qualified and licenced
to use pesticides;
Regularly calibrate and test applicators;
Use appropriate protective equipment;
Dilute and dispose of leftover product on
untreated areas of turf

P&K is also exploring natural grazing practices on the golf course (sheep
and cattle) with local farmers.
Course management practices for managing pests and diseases include
scouting, mapping tracking hotspots and accurate diagnosis and frequent
machinery washdown to a management plan.
Considerations in selecting pesticides include legally registered and
approved products only and products for specific weed, pest and disease
control.
Course management has a chemical/product log.
Greens staff are fully qualified and licenced to use pesticides (i.e. hold
PA1 and PA6 certificates and trained in Local Environment Risk
Assessment for Pesticides (LERAP), Pencoed College, Bridgend).
Spraying and protective equipment is appropriate, calibrated and tested.
Residual chemicals are diluted and disposed of on untreated turfgrass
areas.

N3 Pollution
Prevention
N3.1 Prevent
pollution across the
entire site

N3.1.1 Practical
measures to ensure
pollution risks are
minimised from golf
course operations

Document procedures for emergency spill
responses;
Maintain mowing buffer zones around water
and all ecologically sensitive areas;
Maintain spraying and spreading buffer
zones around water and all ecologically
sensitive areas;

P&K’s course maintenance facility has an emergency spill response
procedure that is displayed and communicated to the greens staff.
Other course management measures to reduce the risk of pollution
include retaining un-mown, no-spray no-spread buffer areas/zones next
to water bodies and wetlands and ecologically sensitive areas and hand
weeding whenever possible.

N3.2 Safely manage
hazardous
substances

N3.3 Responsibly
manage waste /
storm water

N3.1.2 Practical
measures to ensure
pollution risks are
minimised from
clubhouse operations

Create a map / aerial visual reproduction,
drawing etc of the course showing buffer
zones and no-spray, no-spread areas.
Ensure all hazardous materials are safely
and securely stored;
Ensure compliance with all required
standards and systems for hazardous waste
and wastewater discharge

N3.1.3 Practical
measures to ensure
pollution risks are
minimised from
maintenance facility
operations

Ensure wash areas are on impermeable,
leak-free surfaces;
Mixing and loading of pesticides and
fertilisers over an impermeable surface;
Triple rinse pesticide containers and
applicators

P&K has practical measures to ensure pollution risks are minimised from
the day-to-day operations of the maintenance facility. Including washareas and mixing and loading of pesticides and fertilisers on an
impermeable, leak-free surface, mixing and loading of pesticides and
fertilisers over an impermeable surface and triple rinse pesticides
containers and applicators that are securely stored before disposal.

N3.2.1 Legal compliance
in the storage, handling,
application and safe
disposal of all hazardous
substances

Maintain a register of hazardous materials
available to authorised staff;
Safe storage in secure and ventilated
concrete or metal building;
Sufficient storage capacity;
Impermeable flooring;
Spill containment kits present;
Emergency wash area;
Fire extinguisher in the immediate area;
Secondary containment for fuel, either
externally constructed, or integrally
manufactured;
Regular inspection of storage tanks

P&K safely manage hazardous substances from the following measures.
Including, a chemical/product log, chemical safe storage in secure and
ventilated building, sufficient storage capacity and impermeable flooring.

N3.3.1 Appropriate waste
water usage and
discharge licences

Wastewater discharge licence;
Appropriate treatment of machinery wash
water (impermeable surface, oil / grease /
clipping separation)

P&K has several measures in place to monitor water quality. Including
periodic water testing, monthly visual inspections and chemical testing
and annual biological testing.

P&K has licenses and contracts to dispose of hazardous waste in a
legally compliant manner (i.e. Scotts Waste Ltd, Pyle, a fully licensed and
accredited waste transfer station) and all hazardous materials and safely
and securely stored in a metal container.

As well, the course maintenance facility has spill containment kits
present, emergency wash area, fire extinguisher(s), secondary
containment for fuel and storage tanks are regularly inspected.

Buffer zones is applied on the golf course that are in line with LERAP
guidelines.

RESOURCES
R1 Water

Mandatory Practices

Verifier Notes

R1.1 Minimise water
demand

Objectives

R1.1.1 Measures to reduce
the need to consume water

Target irrigation to essential playing
surfaces only

R1.2 Maximise water
efficiency

R1.2.1 Practical measures to
use water more efficiently on
the golf course

Conduct regular irrigation
performance checks;
Provide staff training on efficient
irrigation practices;
Ensure effective application of
water to target areas;
Ensure irrigation schedules are
informed by weather patterns and
soil moisture analysis

P&K practices measures on the golf course to reduce water
consumption. Including targeted irrigation, prioritising native tolerant
species and selecting appropriate climatic species. As well irrigation
schedule is informed by weather forecasts and there have been recent
upgrades to the irrigation system including new pipes, replacing values
and sprinkler heads. The latter and climate changes (drought in 2018)
have in part led to a circa 20% reduction in water consumption on the
golf course for 2019.
P&K has the following measures for best possible irrigation. Including a
TDR soil moisture sensor, new irrigation software (e.g. Rain Bird, 2019)
and hardware (as mentioned above), regular maintenance, more
efficient sprinklers and weather information.

R1.2.2 Practical measures to
use water more efficiently in
buildings

Audit water use regularly;
Review bills frequently and look for
irregularities;
Encourage water-saving practices
amongst staff and visitors;
Categorise and track water
consumption

R1.3 Source water
responsibly

Requirements

R1.3.1 Measures towards
alternative, lower quality
sources of water

Ensure appropriate water
abstraction permit and reporting, as
required

P&K adopt the following practices to ensure water efficiencies on the
golf course and grounds. Including staff training on irrigation practices,
adjustment of sprinkler heads to water playing surfaces only and
irrigation performance audits.
P&K as well has adopted several water-saving practices in the
clubhouse such as regular water use audits and review of water bills.
Water-efficient appliances and plumbing include volume reduce
cisterns, low-flow toilets and motion sensor/percussion taps and
efficient dishwashers and washing machines.
Water-saving practices in the maintenance facility include the washing
of machinery with compressed air instead of using water.
P&K complies with its NRW, water abstraction permits and avoids using
water from public mains.
NRW also conducts annual checks on the borehole for water volumes
and quality.

R2 Energy

R2.1 Reduce energy
demand

R2.2 Maximise energy
efficiency

R2.3 Source energy
responsibly

R2.1.1 Measures to reduce
the amount of energy
consumed in course
maintenance

R2.2.1 Measures to use
energy and fuels more
efficiently in buildings

R2.3.1 Measures to source
alternative, renewable forms
of energy

Minimise areas of managed turf to
reduce mowing, irrigation, and turf
inputs

Audit energy use regularly;
Regularly review bills;
Categorise and track energy
consumption

Determine potential sources of
renewable energy in the area and
on-site, through renewable energy
providers

P&K has significant unmanaged habitat areas on the golf course (as
mentioned-above e.g. Dunes 2 Dunes project). This, in turn, reduces
the need to mow and irrigate and saves energy and water.
As well P&K has installed new windows, cladding and loft insulation in
the clubhouse and Professional Shop that in part has led to a circa 5%
reduction in energy use.
P&K monitors and reviews its energy usage across the golf facility to
highlight unpredicted and/or inefficient and costly practices. Including
internal record keeping and invoices.
Measures to improve energy efficiency in the Clubhouse include
sensors for indoor lighting, automatic timers and adjustment of heating
and cooling systems. Vehicles are regularly serviced for best
performance and over 50% of appliances are A-rated (CIP).
P&K has several measures in place to source renewable sources of
energy such as electric carts, vehicles and mowers/maintenance. As
well the Club has invested in hybrid vehicles for the golf course. This
reduces the Club’s carbon footprint and saves money.
The club has also modified/removed resource-intensive and heavily
maintained features on the golf course (see above).
The club has and is exploring the use of solar energy on its land.

R3 Materials
R3.1 Reduce materials
demand

R3.2 Purchase
responsibly

R3.1.1 Products and
materials selection based on
necessity, including
opportunities for recycled,
reused and locally sourced
alternatives

Undertake a review of materials
consumed

R3.2.1 Practical use of an
ethical / environmental
purchasing policy

Adopt a sustainable, or ethical /
environmental purchasing policy to
maximise the use of locally sourced
goods and goods made from
recycled, recyclable and certified
materials

P&K have some measures to reduce material demand. Such as
eliminate single-use products (i.e. disposable cutlery and plastic
carrier/shopping bags). (CIP)
As well the club considers durability of products when purchasing and
minimises paper usage (e.g. electronic newsletters and member
invoicing, web-based internal communication tools and double-sided
printing).
Also, goods produced on-site including fruit and compost.
P&K adopts an informal, rather than formula green/ethical procurement
policy (CIP). For example, the club purchase goods made from recycled
materials, bulk purchases (whenever possible). As well, organic and
certified products include Fairtrade, Forest Stewardship Council and
Marine Stewardship Council and local suppliers of food and beverage
(3 of 6), catering (3 of 8) and retail (2 of 10).
Similarly, the club purchases responsibly across the maintenance

facility. Including choosing reused and recycled materials (e.g. compost
derived soils, woodchip, signage and fencing). There are also local
contractors (2 of 12), maintenance equipment suppliers (3 of 12) and
course suppliers (3 of 12).
These practices reduce the club’s carbon footprint and provide local
employment.

R3.3 Reuse and recycle

R3.3.1 Waste stream
separation for maximum
recycling and re-use
opportunity

Demonstrate waste separation,
reuse and recycling;
Track how much waste goes to
landfill, or is reused / recycled

The club is also in the process/considering installing electric car
charging points (x2). (CIP)
Materials collected for composting and reuse across the golf course
include soils and sands, cores, turf and clippings.
As well, there are recycling points (bins 8 x 2) for every several holes on
the golf course and separate bins for glass, paper, plastics and metals.
Reuse and recycling in the clubhouse include donating old equipment
and goods for re-use, annual golf equipment swap and due
consideration of purchasing second-hand furniture. Recycling initiatives
are communicated across staff and golfers via newsletters and signs.
There is also a colour-coded bin system for separation of materials.
Waste is collected from the site by Veolia, UK.
Waste management measures include the review of waste bills and
contacting waste contractors on optimal services and getting advice and
asking suppliers to take away the packaging for reuse (e.g. boxes).
Measures to minimise food waste include careful menu planning,
flexible portion sizes and donating surplus food and used cooking oil is
recycled by Olleco, UK – ‘one of UK’s most progressive circular
economy companies’.

R3.4 Demonstrate legal
compliance

R3.4.1 Compliance with all
local and regional waste
management regulations

Use authorised waste and recycling
contractor for general, hazardous,
industrial and green waste

An authorised waste contractor (Scott Waste) collects waste materials
from the maintenance facility.

COMMUNITY
C1 Outreach
Objectives
C1.1 Diversify access
and provide multifunctionality

C1.2 Provide for
volunteering and
charity

Requirements
C1.1.1 Social and recreational
activities at the facility

C1.2.1 Opportunities available
for volunteering and support
of charities and good causes

Mandatory Practices

Verifier Notes
P&K provides for several social activities at the facility. Such as
significant walking and nature, horse riding and biking trails. The site is
also popular for birdwatching and dog walking.
Signage is also apparent to indicate where it is safe to access and
cross the course and there is link golf course walking paths etc with
nearby public footpaths.
P&K as well promotes its catering facilities to local community groups
and meetings. Seminar rooms and catering are also available for
community meetings, workshops, outside catering and event
management.
P&K has excellent volunteering and charity work.
The club has run over 50 events for people with disability and over 500
people have participated in the events.
In particular, P&K works closely with Bridgend Stroke Association,
which assists with accessing local leisure and social activities such as
the club’s disability-inclusive trained PGA Director of Golf, Dylan
Williams and fellow PGA professional Matt Wotton and ‘New 2 Golf
Campaign’ taster sessions, which were remarkable, heartwarming and
extremely successful in helping stroke survivors regain their confidence
and improve their physical and mental health and well-being.
As one participant said, ‘The facilities at P&G are great for people with
disabilities…I was previously concerned about falling…but I was
provided with a really safe environment which gave me confidence…I
look forward to the sessions each week, it’s wonderful to be in the golf
club and socialising and I would encourage anyone who is a stroke
survivor to take advantage of the scheme’.
P&K also works with the Sandville Self Help Foundation, Bridgend,
which offers social and psychological care for patients and families, TyHafan, a leading paediatric palliative care charity, Royal National
Lifeboat Institution, and Y Bwthyn Newydd, a specialist Palliative Care

Service at the Princess of Wales Hospital.
P&K also encourage golfers to volunteer for tournaments, committees
and projects such as the R&A’s Amateur Championship, and
Sustainability Working Group.

C1.3 Establish active
community
partnerships

C1.3.1 Positive and
constructive engagement with
neighbours, the local
community and other groups

Create a 'sustainability working
group'

The club’s Captain and Ladies section also support charities such as
Cancer Relief UK that raised £15,000 for charity.
P&K’s Greens Committee includes a Sustainability Working
Group/Sustainability Agenda that meets monthly.
P&K collaborates with local education groups such as Bridgend College
and runs internships, for example.

C2 Golfers &
Employees
C2.1 Improve health
and wellbeing

C2.1.1 Benefits to human
physical and mental health
from golf and facility activities

P&K provides for significant health and well-being benefits. For
example, there are over 50,000 individual rounds, of which around 90%
are walking rounds.
The club as well hosts 50 golf tournaments that have attracted an
estimated 10,000 participants.

C2.2 Be open and
inclusive

C2.2.1 Inclusivity and
diversity in membership and
visitor policies

Demonstrate inclusive policies for
members and visitors

P&K also has a 9-hole short course in support of those with different
needs and abilities such as juniors and stroke sufferers.
P&K actively promotes diversity in membership and visitor policies. It
has around 650 and 1,000 members and visitors, respectively.
P&K also has a healthy demographic profile across its membership
regarding age participation and there are significant females within its
junior section. This in part comes from the club’s strong committee and
management, progressive membership fees and junior development
programmes.
For example, P&K has a reduced membership scheme for the under
30s. This has resulted in an increase of 2 to 80 in 7-8 years.
The club has notable golf development programmes that have been
very successful. In particular, the club has held 200 events involving
1000 participants.
P&K also facilitate coaching and mentoring, intergenerational pairings,
adult mentoring of juniors and junior golfers to buddy new juniors
The club also Involve juniors in organising golf fixtures and competitions

and involve juniors in running the club to gain employment experience
In 2018, P&K was awarded Welsh Junior Golf Club of the Year in
recognition of significant programmes and efforts in support of junior
golf development.
P&K is also very supportive of women’s golf development. It has run 10
events involving 200 participants and some women (circa 1-2 per year)
have joined the club as a result of this programme.

C2.3 Employ fairly and
safely, and provide
career opportunities

C2.3.1 Ethical and legal
employment, working
conditions and professional
development

Follow all relevant national
legislation and best practice for
employment, health & safety etc

P&K practice inclusive membership policies that are free from
discrimination. The club also conducts equal opportunity monitoring and
has practices to encourage under-represented groups and has a
system of feedback to report and act on any discrimination.
P&K practices equal opportunity recruitment and hiring policy and its
induction procedure includes club’s nnvironmental policy, for example.
Training available to staff include pesticide training (PA1 and PA6, as
mentioned), health and safety and manual handling.
P&K also provides for local employment. Currently, it has 22 full-time
employees (across club and course management, food and beverage,
golf coaching and retail and leisure) and apprenticeships and work
experience.

C3 Communications
C3.1 Engage golfers
and members

C3.2 Celebrate and
promote sustainability

C3.1.1 Communications
activities that raise awareness
and understanding amongst
members and visitors

C3.2.1 Activities that raise
awareness and engage
people in the wider
community

Provide information on the facility's
sustainability commitments, actions,
or achievements

P&K engages well with its members and visitors via its website, social
media, internal notices and newspapers/magazines.
The estimated number of sustainability communication activities include
150 annual communications (social media and newsletter etc), 150
tweets, 150 Facebook, 20 newsletter articles and 5 press releases.

Provide evidence of external
communications and community
engagement

The club’s website will also be updated to include environmental and
sustainability notice boards on the course are also being explored
(CIP).
P&K is keen to celebrate and promote more responsible and
sustainable golf.
For example, the club has participated in the sustainable business
award scheme.

Golf and Sustainability
Among all sports, golf has a particularly close relationship
with the environment and communities, golf facilities can
bring many benefits to people and nature - from the
protection of greenspace and conservation of biodiversity;
healthy recreation for all ages; local supply chains; and jobs,
tourism and other forms of economic value.
Adopting a more sustainable approach is also good for golf.
It’s about presenting a high-quality golf course and providing
a memorable experience in natural surroundings. It’s about
being as efficient as possible. And it’s about supporting the
community in a range of ways that bring increased
recognition, respect and contact.
At a broader level, it's important that golf credibly
demonstrates its commitment, and its social and
environmental value – strengthening the sport’s image and
reputation for the long term.
Golf facilities that participate in OnCourse®, an international
sustainability initiative assured by the non-profit GEO
Foundation, are taking a comprehensive approach and
striving to be leaders in the community.
Find out more at www.sustainable.golf

